Engineering a Pyramid*
Michael T. Lally

Introduction
Although building today is accomplished using sophisticated equipment and instruments,
the basic methods used have remained the same
throughout the centuries. For a structure to
attain "true form," precise steps must be taken,
whether sophisticatedor rudimentary.Thus, an
understanding of today's methods can provide
insight into the problematic methods used by
the ancients in their constructions.
In all trades and occupations methods are
used the importance of which often eludes the
full understanding of those who are not the
practitioners. This could explain why scholars
investigating the methods used by the ancient
pyramidbuilders have not heretoforeconsidered
methods describedin this paper.
Beginning a Construction
The first step in any construction, whether it
be an office-skyscraperor a pyramid, is the layout of the building on a selected site in accord
with the design and specificationsof the architect. This begins with the tedious job of establishing, checking, and recheckingfixedreference
points from which control lines can be extended.
The best way to storethe referencepoints, which
establish control lines in the horizontal planes,
is by sinking wooden stakes into the soil so that
they will not be disturbedduring construction.
# I wish to thank the following persons for their helpful
comments: Ann Roth, Research Assistant, Egyptian Departmentof the Museumof Fine Arts,Boston;MarkLehner,
Departmentof Near EasternLanguagesand Literature,Yale
University; Philip Veinot, Electrical Engineer;Mark Hulliung, Professorof Historyof Ideas,BrandeisUniversity.
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If confusion arises during any phase of construction, these stakes can be uncovered and
used to reestablishcontrol.
Lines connecting these stakesprovide the primary horizontal "datum lines" used to control
the installation of the building's footings and
foundations. In conventional structures,secondary datum lines are further established during
construction, with referencesto the primary,for
layout in the horizontal planes of the walls,
doors, windows, and other openings and important elements of the construction.
A basic vertical reference is the "sea level
benchmark"(the vertical distance of this mark
from actual sea level may or may not be known
or relevant, depending on the construction).
The mark designating this benchmark,used to
check height at differentphases of construction,
could be a nail put into a permanent landmark
such as a tree, or a line made on the side of a
building unrelatedto the construction.
When a building starts to take form, modern
builders use a "transit"to transferthese external
benchmarksonto the building itself in order to
keep the structurelevel and to control floor and
ceiling heights and the heights of all openings.
Before the availability of transits, builders used
various other means and tools to control level
and dimensions. Ancient builders probablyused
some form of water level or reflectedsunlight. In
a rectangularhollow building, dimensions could
be controlledas the building rose by reproducing
or creating control lines at higher levels using
relativelysimple measurementtechniques.However, the means used to control constructionof a
pyramid is far less obvious and subject to much
speculation, simply because of its fundamental
geometry.
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DifficultiesFacedin Constructingthe Pyramids
The primary difficulties in controlling the
construction of the pyramids were generatedby
the enormous size of many of them. The Great
Pyramidof Cheops rises to a height greaterthan
a modern forty story building and covers more
than thirteenacres.1Building such a magnificent
structure required solutions to many problems
in threemain areas.
1. Laying Out the Base
Laying out a level base over such a large area,
which was in line with the cardinal directions
and in conformity to a "true square," must
have been very tedious. In instances where the
pyramid was constructedover mounds of unclearedbedrockmassif, such as with the Great
Pyramid of Cheops, the accuracy achieved is
impressive. "A significant consequence of the
massif for the layout of the pyramid,"suggests
MarkLehner, "was that the square of the base
could not be controlled at the outset by measuring the diagonals."2 Although discussed,
this issue will not be explored extensively in
this paper.
2. Control of the Form of the Pyramid
Control of the form and dimensions of the
acute angular surfaces of a pyramid presents
unique problemswhich are not presentduring
the constructionof a hollow rectangularstructure. Once a level sub-floor is established for
the usual rectangularbuilding, the floor can
be used as a benchmark,and the center of the
floor can be used as a point from which a
control line can be extended, to control the
structure through to its completion. In contrast, any such benchmark when used for a
pyramidwould be destroyedas each successive
solid course is added. Yet, using only basic
tools such as plumb line, square, level, rule,
and string (fig. 1), the builders brought all
1 I. E. S. Edwards,The Pyramidsof Egypt (N.Y., 1985)99.
Originally publishedin 1961.
2 MarkLehner, "SomeObservationson the Layout of the
Khufuand KhafrePyramids,"JARCE20 (1983),7.

four sides of the pyramid up to a point
directly over the intersecting diagonals of its
base while maintaining control of height and
keeping all four sides equal, with courseslevel
and corners straight. To achieve this control
the stones must have been positioned using
fixed referenceswhich did not depend on the
accumulated accuracies of the cuts of the
stones themselves.Even the amazing accuracy
of the stones as cut to construct the Great
Pyramid3 could not prevent loss of form if
these stones were stacked up into this enormous building without control from external
references.The slightest inaccuracy in measurements taken from one of its sides would
throw the measurementsfrom the other side
off the true line. How the form of a pyramid
could have been controlled during its construction is the main topic of the remainderof
this paper.
3. Movementof the Stones
Some of the stones used within the internal
structureof the pyramids weigh over 15 tons.
How these may have been precisely placed is
also discussedbelow.
How Formwas Controlled:
Some Clues from the Pyramidof Meidum
The pyramid of Meidum was built in three
successivephases, with each phase intended as a
finished product. The first phase was to construct a seven step pyramid, the sides of which
were inclined inward at an angle of 75° and
dressed in fine Tura limestone.4 The second
phase was to overlay the seven-step pyramid
with another, larger, eight-step pyramid. This
could have been done by using the original
seven-steppyramidas a template and measuring
out from the faces of the first pyramid to
position the new casing stones, laid at angles of
75°. First, the base course would have been
expanded in this way, and then each successive
course. The third phase was to build a true
3 W. M. F. Petrie, The Pyramids and Temples of Gizeh
(London, 1883),13.
4 Edwards,op. cit., 71.
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Fig. 1. Basic tools available.

pyramidby filling in the steps with new stones.5
The outer faces of the casing stones were cut at
angles of 52°. This angle could have been
determined by pulling a cord down along the
edges of the steps (fig. 3). The outer surfacesof
these casing stones were set six meters (fig. 2)
outward from the edges of the steps of the eightstep pyramid.6
These stones were probably laid first, as each
course was encased, to control the accuracy of
the outer shape and to allow enough room
between the steps and the casing stones for
workmento lay the packing stones frombehind.7
This method would also have allowed use of
5 Edwards,ibid., 72.
6 Kurt Mendelssohn,The Riddle of the Pyramids(N.Y.,
1986), 103. Originally published in 1974.The casing stones
could have been set six metersout from the baseof the eightsteppedpyramidsto allow them to be laid frombehind.
7 Petrie, op. cit., 34. Petrie states that the casing stones
were taken to their respectivecourses already dressedand
laid from inside. As Petrie also points out, only one ramp

only a single constructionramp for moving and
aligning the stones. By using suitable measurements from the step pyramid (fig. 9), the true
pyramid could be kept square, without twists
and irregularities, so as to form continuous,
unbroken,outer surfacesall the way to the apex.
The common method of using the diagonals
of the rectangle to control the 90° corner angles
could not have been used during the second and
third phases because of the presence of the
central stepped core. Even in the absence of the
central core, the decreasing squares of the ascending courses of any pyramid would require
additional reference from some external, fixed
control point to avoid misalignment or twisting
of the higher, smaller courses in relation to the
lower, largercourses.Also, using visual sighting
over long distances to control the construction,
would be necessaryand those faces of the pyramid would
have been finished as soon as their casing stone had been
laid.
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Fig. 2. Shows how stone could have been laid from inside, using simple dimensions from step core to control
wall angle and level.

and squaring the structurefrom referencepoints
which were moved as the structureprogressed,
would prove too inaccurate.8
There seems to be much evidence that the
third phase at Meidum was never completed.
8 MartinIsler, "On PyramidBuilding,"JARCE22 (1985),
129-42. When referringto control of the pyramidal form,
Isler (pp. 129-31) writesabout "accuratemeasurementsthat
are required" and "complicated measurements"that are
needed. "In order to have four sides meet without twists,
while maintaining a constant batter, it is necessary to
measurethe structure,as it rises with the utmost accuracy."
[Emphasisadded]Yet he reiteratesMendelssohn'sspeculative
notions (op. cit. pp. 116-17) on sighting as a guide in
building a pyramid,notions which neitherconsidermeasurements nor explain how thesestone courseswerekept levelabsolutenecessitiesif the pyramidwas to be kept squareand
thus avoid twists.
Sighting is definitelynot, nor has it ever been, a standard
or acceptedpractice in the construction industry.The real
source of control on any structureis the measurementsand
dimensions recordedon the plans and drawings used universallytoday in all aspectsand phases of construction.The
ancient Egyptianequivalentto what we do todayis the plan
referredto by Edwardsin The Pyramidsof Egypt, 254-56.
When a building is under construction in the contemporary world, sightings are taken with a transit, sighting
from one point to another to locate and relocate points.

Some of the casing stones found at the base of
the pyramid are dressed, indicating that they
were brought to the pyramid and dressedbefore
they were laid.9
The presenceof a central, stepped, core structure within later "smooth" pyramids suggests
that the construction techniques used for the
pyramid of Meidum may have established the
formula for all future pyramids.10Meidum may
have been one of the beginnings, culminating in
Measurementsare then taken from these points to establish
and maintaincontrol.
Measuring is, and always has been, the only means of
absolutecontrol on any structure.It is the primarysourceof
control; secondaryaides, such as the transit, level, plumb
bob, rule, line, and squareare used to assist in measuringas
needed.
Measurementstaken from the wall of the step pyramidto
control the angle, dimensions taken down from the steps to
control level, are the primarymeasurementsto which Isler
should refer. With them and other secondary measuring
devicessuch as a plumb bob, rule, line, and protractedlevel,
the four sides of the pyramidcould rise without twists while
maintaininga constantbatterall the way to the apex.
9 Mendelssohn,op. cit., 971.
10L. Borchardt,Das Grabdenkmaldes Konigs Sahure
(Leipzig, 1910), vol. 1, pl. 7. It becomes obvious when
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the pyramid of Cheops, of the accumulation of
experiences necessary to the maturity of a field
of knowledge where basic approaches are first
theorized,tested,and then refined.
The Pyramidof Cheops:
Progressionfrom Meidum
Although the pyramid of Cheops represented
considerable advancement in design and constructionfrom that of Meidum,many similarities
attest to the Egyptians' refinement of their
concepts of form and construction methods
basedon past experiences.
Concerning ''form," the sides of the pyramid
of Cheops slope at an angle of 51° 51'. This has
led to much speculation that its form resulted
from a plan to make the ratio of the perimeterof
its base to its height equal to 2tt, which is the
same as the ratio of the circumferenceof a circle
to its diameter.11The fact that there is no other
evidence that the Egyptians of this period had
any understanding of the true nature of n
suggests that other considerations may have
been the true motivation leading to this base to
height relationship. This relationship may have
been nothing more than a coincidence.
It appears more likely that the external form
of later pyramidssuch as Cheops' resulted from
employing structural techniques which had
proven successfulin earlierpyramids.The angle
of the external wall would then have been a
consequence of the proven internal structure,
rather than the angle being the independent,
selected,primaryvariablewhich determinedthe
internal structure.Let us develop a rationale on
this assumption.
Mendelssohn has observed that, if a pyramid
is built using rectangularstones stackedon one
another, the directionsof the forcesgeneratedby
the weight of the stones tend to blow out the
walls.12This is especially a problem if the stones
examining this plate that the buttresswalls of the step core
stand out as a separatestructure from the true pyramid
which has crumbledand deterioratedaround theseaccretion
walls. One may reasonablydraw the inference, therefore,
that they were built separatelyand at differenttimes. Like
Meidum, the step core of later pyramidswas built firstand
then convertedinto a truepyramidin sequence.
11Edwards,op. cit., 254.
12Mendelssohn,op. cit., 98.
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are poorly squared. The Egyptians recognized
that these forces could be redirected, giving
much improvedinternal cohesion, if rectangular
core stones were laid at an angle sloping inward
at 75°. The core stones of Cheops are rectangular
but were cut precisely square and laid flat. They
were also cut smooth as parallelograms at the
location of the buttress walls with internal
angles*of 75° and 105°,13leading to the speculation that such precision provides other functionality in the construction.
Another probable reason for the precise form
of these core stones, some of which weigh
several tons, has gone unnoticed. The squareness and smoothness of these stones provide
surfaceswhich could have been used as measurement referencesfor accuratepositioning of each
stone in relation to others, as the courses of an
internal, step pyramid are raised and formed.
These same surfacescould then have been used
to control accurately the positioning of the
outer facing stones in the smooth or true
pyramid.
The step pyramid encased in a true pyramid
obviously determines the shape of the true
pyramid superimposedover it. The walls of the
pyramid will run parallel to the edge of the
steps (fig. 3).
Given the wall angle of 51° 51' and the
internal step riserangle of 75°, we can determine
the relationship of the step rise to the step
width. Figure 4 shows this ratio to be equal to
2.000, with accuracyto the third decimal.
It seems highly improbable that this relationship was not planned. Its significanceis that, by
using this relationship, the stone could be
accurately cut and finished to the prescribed
dimensions by using rudimentary measuring
devices. For example, if the horizontal step
width is the primary referencemeasurementor
''master,"a secondarymeasuring device for the
75° face is easily constructedby simply doubling
the primary measurement.It is interesting that
this rationale leads to the same form for the
pyramid that proceedsfrom the presumption of
the use of n as the determinantof the form.
The conjecture that the pyramid of Cheops
was built over a precise step pyramid leads to
13Edwards,op. cit., 260.
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Fig. 3. Pyramidsection showing relation of both pyramids.

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Approximate location of step pyramid in
Cheops.
speculation on the form of the step pyramid
itself. Borchardt's measurement of the girdle
stone, which he has taken as part of the internal
buttress walls, is approximately 5 meters.14If we
assume that this represents the width of the step
(dimension "w" in fig. 4), then, using the
"(w+x)/w" relationship of fig. 4 and a half-base
dimension of the first course of 115 meters, the
inner step pyramid could have fifteen steps.
However, the construction of the cap of the
smooth pyramid would probably limit the number of steps to fourteen. Using the "h/w" ratio
of fig. 4, this would have put the height of the
14th step at 135.2 meters. The original height of
the pyramid was about 146.6 meters. Approximately 9.1 meters are missing from the top.
Thus, it could be expected that the top of the
step pyramid is about 2.3 meters down from the
present top of the structure (fig. 5).
Consequent Speculation on the
Detailed Construction of the Pyramid of Cheops
The premise that the pyramid of Cheops was
constructed using an inner step pyramid to
control the form of the outer walls leads to
speculation as to how the construction might
have actually progressed.
The first construction reference would have
been one which established the base of one side,
14Mendelssohn,op. cit., 122.
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carefully oriented in either the north-south or
east-west direction. The accuracy in orientation
of the sides to the cardinal directions could only
have been done by sighting the rising and
setting positions of a star on the eastern and
western horizons to establish the first construction reference.15Control lines for the other base
lines would then have been carefully squared to
the first construction references to establish the
square perimeter of the base. This would have
been done in conjunction with excavating and
sculpting the portion of the bedrock core massif
that was not removed in clearing the site, to
prepare for the eventual placement of the outer
casing stones along the perimeter on a level bed.
A water level consisting of a flooded trench
would have provided control for the depth of
any excavation or filling.16
Once the base was laid out, the first core
stones of the step pyramid would have been
placed at a fixed distance from the base perimeter
control lines to form the first step. The size of
the area between the apothem and the walls of
the step would depend on the room needed to
lay the packing stones from behind. In the
pyramid of Cheops, the large limestone blocks
which formed the core were cut at an angle of
75°17 to form the inward sloping buttress walls
rather than square stones laid at that angle (fig.
6). At the lower levels, these core stones would
have to have been sculpted to the bedrock core
massif that was not removed in clearing the
site.18 The height and level of this first step
would have been controlled and checked by
measuring up from the base.
As the first step was being formed, ramps,
built sideways along the walls of the step, could
have provided continuous roadways for moving
the stones from ground level to their final
positions.19 A scene found in the tomb of the
Twelfth Dynasty monarch Djehutihotep at El15Ahmed, Fakhry, The Pyramids (Chicago, 1969), 11.
Originallypublishedin 1961.
16Edwards,op. cit., 242.
17Edwards,ibid., 260.
18V. Maragiolioand C. Rinaldi, L'Architettura
IV (Turin,
1965),12-13.
19Edwards,op. cit., 258.
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Fig. 6. Pyramidsection showing limestonemassifsculpted into part of first step.

Bersheh,shows the method of moving his colossal statue.20In the illustration the statue is being
transportedon a wooded sledge. Some men are
pulling the sledge while others are pouring a
liquid along its path, while still others are
carrying long bars which could be used to help
pry the sledge loose when it becomes stuck.21It
seems very likely that this same method would
have been used to move the stones of the
pyramidover the ramps.
Wet slaked lime, which provides excellent
lubricity, was probably spread over the path.
20 P. E. Newberry,El BershehI, pl. 15.
21 Fakhry,op. cit., 12. "It is generally thought that this
liquid was water, but when examining the copies of the
scene, especially those made at the beginning of the nineteenth century, when the colors were fresh, we see that it
could be also anothermaterial."Fakhrysuggests that it was
milk. I suggest that mixing the waterthat was pouredon the
slaked lime with lime might have been part of the process
and given the liquid that appearanceof milk.

(This simple method of moving large limestone
blocks has been used even in modern times, and
is surprisinglyeffective.)Waterwould have then
been poured into the slaked lime, as needed, to
keep it wet and slick. (It is this phase of the
procedure that is so frequently illustrated in
tomb scenes of the Old Kingdom and later.)
However, if the sledge movement stopped, some
assistance would have been needed to get it
moving again. Although the wet slaked lime
does provide an extremelyslippery surfacefor a
mass in motion, it does exhibit a high static or
breakawayfrictionwhich requiresa much higher
force to start movement than that required to
maintain motion. Thus the need for the men
with the long bars.
When the top of the first step was reached, it
would have been leveled off, with special attention given to squaring and centering this step
with respect to the true pyramid already laid
out. The second step would then be started.
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Fig. 7. Simple methodof constructinga step pyramid.
Plumb lines would have been dropped from the
tops of the outer core stones to control and
check the position of their placements in precise
relation to the outer core stones of the first step
(fig. 7).
The 15° batter (i.e., 90° - 75° of the face of the
step with reference to the horizontal) would
have made the use of a plumb bob simple and
accurate. Then a series of buttress walls, the
beginnings of the higher steps, would be laid
out measuring back from the existing square
outline using only short dimensions. Only the
facing blocks of each sloping band of core
stones were carefully finished. As this structure
gradually rose, an ever-increasing number of
buttress walls would be discontinued with increasing height, leading to a succession of steps.
The temporary construction ramps, used to
move the stones to higher levels would have
been built from step to step as soon as it was
feasible.
As each step was completed it provided construction references to be used for locating the
outer stones of the true pyramid. The locations
of the horizontal planes of the steps provided

vertical benchmarks, and the walls or risers of
the steps provided datum lines for control of key
points, as projected on the horizontal plane of
the base, as the structure was raised (fig. 8).
Construction of the outer wall of the true
pyramid would have been begun by positioning
the first block of casing stone to the center of the
first course. It would have been laid level and
plumb on the line, established earlier, which
defined the position of the true pyramid on the
site (fig. 9).
The outer face of this casing stone was accurately cut at 51° bV , the angle obtained by
running the apothem of the pyramid parallel
with the tops of each step (fig. 3). The measurement from the ashlar line of that stone to the
wall of the step pyramid would then have been
used by the masons to lay all the stones on that
course. Corners would have been kept straight
and true by pulling range lines along the ashlar
lines of each face of the pyramid. The packing
stones would be laid simultaneously behind the
casing stones.
The casing closure stone for the course might
have been placed from the outside after the
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Fig. 8. Shows masonry equal on all four sides of axis; all steps are equal, all risers are equal.

Fig. 9. Showing locations of first casing stone laid on true pyramid.
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Fig. 10. Shows how ashlar line of first course forms new square base.

packing stone had been laid, or the closure stone
could have been laid first and then the few
packing stones needed could have been positioned from the next course above, using Lewis
holes and pins to lower them into place (fig. 1).
When the first course was completed, the ashlar
lines of the first course would form a perfect
square for use of the base lines for the second
course (fig. 10).
A single construction ramp could have been
built against one side of the pyramid,22 then
successive courses would have been added with
measurements taken down from the top of each
next step, with any compensations made which
might have been necessary to keep the course
under construction level. All packing stone
22 S. Clark and R. Engelbach, Ancient Egyptian Masonry
(London, 1930), 117ff.

could have been cut in advance, probably using
narrower cut stone toward the tops of the steps
where the work space between the casing stones
and the walls of the steps was necessarily narrower23(fig. 11).
By using the ashlar lines of each new course
as control lines to regulate the squareness of the
structure, and measurements taken down from
the steps to control its progressive height, the
masons could bring all sides up to a point over
the intersecting diagonals of its base, keeping all
four sides equal, courses level, corners straight.
Summary
We can never be absolutely certain of the
purpose, methods, and procedures of any construction by inference from any analysis of the
23 Petrie, op. cit., 221.
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Fig. 11. Pyramidsection showing stone being laid from behind.

finished structureitself. This is particularlytrue
for the pyramids since most of the structureis
not visible, and only by disassembling the structure can we know for certain even the details on
which to base the analysis. However, the requirements, and even the basic methods, used to
control any structure were fundamentally the
same when the pyramids were built as they are
today. By accepting this as a postulate and
combining this with a knowledge, from other
sources, of the tools available and methods used
in other constructions of the same period, the
inferences made for the purposes, methods and
proceduresfor the construction of the pyramid
of Cheops have a high probabilityof validity.
Some conclusions reachedin this paper are as
follows:
1. The pyramidof Cheopsdemonstratesa culmination of an evolution in the construction of
this form. Techniques proven successful in
step pyramids were employed and refined in
building the pyramid of Cheops, even to the
extent of building a step pyramid as the inner

construction of the pyramid, to control the
form of the outer, smooth surfaces.The conjecture is made that the top of the inner step
pyramid can be found at about 2.3 meters
down from the presenttop of the structure.
2. The angle of the external walls, 51° 51',
results from the geometry of the inner step
pyramid.It is proposed that this geometrywas
chosen for considerations of simplicity of
measurementand of structuralintegrity,based
on prior building experience. It is further
proposed that this results in a base perimeter
to height ratio which is only coincidentally
equal to 2tt.
3. Evidence from other, later sources suggests
that slaked lime was used by the Egyptians as
an effective lubricant to reduce the force required to move and position large stones. It is
highly probable that this method was used
during the construction of the pyramid of
Cheops as well.
Waltham,Mass.

